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Abstract
We report here the genome-wide changes resulting from low N (N-W+), low water (N+W-) and dual stresses (N-W-) in root
and shoot tissues of two rice genotypes, namely, IR 64 (IR64) and Nagina 22 (N22), and their association with the QTLs
for nitrogen use e�ciency. For all the root parameters, except for root length under N-W+, N22 performed better than IR64.
Chlorophyll a, b and carotenoid content were higher in IR64 under N+W+ treatment and N- and W- stresses; however, under
dual stress, N22 had higher chlorophyll b content. While nitrite reductase, glutamate synthase (GS) and citrate synthase
assays showed better speci�c activity in IR64, glutamate dehydrogenase showed better speci�c activity in N22 under
dual stress; the other N and C assimilating enzymes showed similar but low speci�c activities in both the genotypes. A
total of 8926 differentially expressed genes (DEGs) were identi�ed compared to optimal (N+W+) condition from across all
treatments. While 1174, 698 and 903 DEGs in IR64 roots and 1197, 187 and 781 in N22 roots were identi�ed, nearly
double the number of DEGs were found in the shoot tissues; 3357, 1006 and 4005 in IR64 and 4004, 990 and 2143 in
N22, under N-W+, N+W- and N-W- treatments, respectively. IR64 and N22 showed differential expression in 15 and 11 N-
transporter genes respectively, under one or more stress treatments, out of which four showed differential expression also
in N+W- condition. The negative regulators of N- stress, e.g., NIGT1, OsACTPK1 and OsBT were downregulated in IR64
while in N22, OsBT was not downregulated. Overall, N22 performed better under dual stress conditions owing to its better
root architecture, chlorophyll and porphyrin synthesis and oxidative stress management. We identi�ed 12 QTLs for seed
and straw N content using 253 recombinant inbred lines derived from IR64 and N22 and a 5K SNP array. Three QTLs co-
localized on chromosome 6 spanning 417 Kbp and comprising of 31 genes, of which, �ve were DEGs including two UDP-
glucuronosyl/UDP-glucosyltransferase family proteins. The DEGs, QTLs and candidate genes reported in this study can
serve as a major resource for both rice improvement and functional biology.

1. Background
Nitrogen (N) is one of the most important macronutrients of plants as it is a component of several biomolecules, viz.,
enzymes, amino acids, nucleic acids, chlorophyll, and a range of diverse secondary metabolites. Thus, it affects many
aspects of plant growth and metabolism and eventually the grain yield (Xu et al. 2012; Wang et al. 2014; Sinha et al.
2019). Enhanced N supply combined with enhanced N responsiveness of the semi-dwarf genotypes of the major cereal
crops, especially, rice and wheat, made higher harvest index and productivity possible which eventually ushered in the
green revolution (Zeigler and Mohanty, 2010). Though both semi-dwarf rice and wheat respond to N fertilizers, they have
low N use e�ciency and thereby demand higher supply of N for higher yields (Loddo and Gooding, 2012; Ma and Liu,
2018). It has been estimated that crop plants in general are capable of utilizing only 30–40% of applied N (Raun and
Johnson, 1999), and hence more than 60% applied N is lost to the environment. However, continuous and/ or
indiscriminate supply of nitrogenous fertilizers had not only led to economic losses to farmers but also has caused
severe environmental pollution as a result of the numerous physio-chemical processes that occurs in the soil, e.g.,
eutrophication of freshwater and the marine ecosystem due to leaching and run-off of excessive NO3

−, volatilization and
denitri�cation (Snyder et al. 2009). Further, the emission of N2O (a greenhouse gas which is almost 300 times more toxic
than CO2) has become a major threat to our environment.

Global warming is posing a grave threat to water supply with irregular quantum and periodicity of rainfall that has made
intermittent drought spells during rice cultivation a common occurrence. Under the rainfed system of rice cultivation,
drought stress is a major cause of yield loss (Prasertask and Fukai, 1997; Dar et al. 2020). Though, the irrigated system is
the major form of rice cultivation in India and China, the two major rice growing countries of the world, this will arguably
become unsustainable by the second half of 21st century, owing to global warming led depletion of water resources.
Further, the semi-dwarf genotypes of rice, that occupy the major area of rice �elds, are highly sensitive to drought stress
as there is a tight linkage between the sd1 gene and a major drought tolerant quantitative trait loci (QTL) on chromosome
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1 (Vikram et al. 2015). Thus, poor supply of N and water are the major limiting factors for plant growth and crop
productivity (Ding et al. 2018).

Root, being the �rst organ of a plant, senses the availability of N and moisture in the soil besides other minerals and often
gets modulated in resource-limited conditions, e.g., low N and water, probably to acquire these nutrients (Sinha et al.
2020). Drought stress negatively impacts plant growth and a plethora of other physiological processes among which the
most important ones are C (carbon) and N metabolism (Abid et al. 2016). Owing to cell membrane damage under drought
stress, N transport and its metabolism are reduced in plants (Xu et al. 2006; Xiong et al. 2018). Rice being traditionally
grown in �ooded condition, prefers ammonical-N rather than nitrate N, and the former was demonstrated to enhance
drought tolerance in rice through the expression of aquaporins and accumulation of ABA (Guo et al. 2007; Gao et al.
2010; Ding et al, 2016 and 2018). However, due to the presence of aerenchyma cells in the root, rice is capable of
transporting oxygen from the leaf to the rhizosphere enabling oxidation of NH4

+ to NO3
−, and therefore can take up 15–

40% of N in the form of NO3
− (Kirk and Kronzucker, 2005). Nitrate transporters belonging to NPF family (consisting

members of low a�nity nitrate transporters) have been demonstrated to transport a variety of substrates including ABA
and IAA (Leran et al. 2014). Further, overexpression of an accessory protein of a high a�nity nitrate transporter of rice,
OsNAR2.1, has been demonstrated to not only increase N use e�ciency and yield but also drought tolerance while the
RNAi lines had lower drought tolerance (Chen et al. 2016; 2019). They also showed that the OsNRT2.1 and OsNRT2.3a
transgenic lines did not provide any advantage under drought stress and rather had a very low survival rate. ABA is the
key player in several abiotic stress tolerance mechanisms including drought and salinity tolerance (Peleg and Blumwald,
2011). Osmotic stress/ABA–activated protein kinase 2 (SAPK2), a member of SnRK2s subclass II, has been shown to
enhance NUE under drought stress (Lou et al. 2020). Higher N supply is also known to predispose plants to pest and
disease attack, and downregulate ABA levels (Cao et al. 2011). Thus, crosstalk among N transporters, ABA dependent
gene expression and aquaporins including nodulin 26-like intrinsic protein family (which are a super class of plant
aquaglyceroporins), under adequate or higher N supply, may reduce the negative impact of drought stress in plants or
vice-versa (Ding et al. 2018). At the �eld level also, N fertilizer application had a small effect on growth during the drought
stress period in rice, while a larger positive effect of N was observed after recovery in the stress trials. On the other hand,
there are some metabolites, for instance, allantoin, which show exactly opposite fates under limited N and water supply
stress. Allantoin showed higher catabolism under N-limited conditions, and on the contrary, accumulation of allantoin
was seen under the water stress conditions in two Australian bread wheat genotypes (Casertelli et al. 2019). Further,
allantoin is reported to be accumulated under drought stress in drought sensitive genotypes in legumes but drought
tolerant genotypes in cereal crops (Plett et al. 2020).

With the advent of microarray and RNA-seq technologies, individual effects of suboptimal supply of N and water on the
entire physiology and gene expression have been examined in detail by many workers (Lian et al. 2006; Cai et al. 2012;
Yang et al. 2015; Sinha et al. 2018; Li et al. 2019; Song et al. 2020). The interplay of N and water use e�ciency is an
important aspect of crop production, and therefore their dissection at the molecular level is highly imperative. To the best
of our knowledge, genome-wide transcriptome studies on their combined de�ciency effect have not been reported so far
in rice or other crop plants. Hence, in order to understand the effect of dual stress (low N and water supply stress), we
examined a global transcriptome of root and shoot tissues of rice seedlings of two rice genotypes, i.e., Nagina 22 (a
drought tolerant, tall and non-N responsive upland variety), and IR 64 (a semi-dwarf, drought sensitive and N-responsive
lowland variety), employing physio-biochemical characterization of these two contrasting genotypes for individual and
dual stresses. We further identi�ed low-N stress speci�c QTLs using a recombinant inbred (RI) population derived from
these two parents. Our results suggest that IR64 had a similar molecular response to N- and dual (N-W-) stress, while the
response of N22 under these two conditions was distinctly different. Though both the genotype did show downregulation
of the major metabolic pathways, the degree of downregulation was consistently lower in N22 as compared to IR64 under
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dual stress. We also could identify some major putative candidate genes for higher nitrogen use e�ciency through
integration of molecular mapping and transcriptome data under N-stress.

2. Results

2.1. Effect of low nitrogen and water stress on biomass
The longest root length was observed in IR64 (24.46 cm) under limited N supply (N-W+) followed by N22 (24.43 cm)
under dual stress (N-W-) treatment. The shortest root length of 15 cm was observed under N + W + in IR64. In general, the
root length of N22 was signi�cantly longer as compared to IR64 in all conditions except N-W+ (Fig. 1). Root fresh weight
(mg) of N22 was much higher than that of IR64 under optimal as well as all the stress conditions, i.e., 436.26 vs. 170.56
(N + W+), 63.8 vs. 23.6 (N-W+), 339.83 vs. 158.16 (N + W-) and 101.5 vs. 35.2 (N-W-). While both the genotypes showed
similar reduction for root dry weight under N- stress and dual stress conditions, N22 had higher root dry weight under
optimal and W- stress condition than that of IR64. Under N-W + condition, IR64 showed longer root length and maintained
both its root dry and fresh weight, whereas N22 maintained its root length but showed severe reduction in root weight
(Fig. 1). Thus, under N-W + and dual stress, though the two genotypes showed a similar performance for root fresh and
dry weight, in terms of % reduction in root weight, N22 showed a higher reduction compared to IR64 (43.47% vs. 70.02%
reduction under N_W + stress and 38.63 vs. 68.62% reduction under N-W-_in root dry weight in IR64 and N22 respectively);
however, under N + W- stress, the performance of the genotypes was similar as evident from a similar % reduction in root
and shoot dry weights (-5.7 vs. 0.16% for RDW and − 12.05 vs. -5.17%).

Shoot length of N22 was the longest under N + W- condition (39.9 cm), equivalent to optimal conditions, and invariably
higher than that of IR64 under optimal as well as all stress conditions. The only exception to this was the dual stress
condition wherein both the genotypes had nearly equal shoot length. Further, under optimum conditions (N + W+), both
shoot fresh and dry weight of N22 were signi�cantly higher than that of IR64, i.e., 657.06 mg and 140.5 mg as compared
to 369.9 mg and 95.13 mg respectively. Both the genotypes showed signi�cantly reduced shoot weight under stress
conditions and were equivalent under all the cases except N + W- condition wherein N22 had more shoot dry weight than
IR64 (Fig. 1). In brief, the resilience IR64 to chronic N- stress was evident from the results while N22 and IR64 showed a
nearly similar performance under a short term W- stress.

2.2. Effect of low nitrogen and water stress on Relative Water
Content (RWC)
Both the highest and lowest RWC (%) was observed under N-W + condition in IR64 (97.2%) and N22 (84.24%) respectively.
Differences between the genotypes for RWC was not signi�cant under the dual stress (N-W-), i.e., 93.39 and 90.4% for
IR64 and N22 respectively. However, IR64 showed better RWC than that of N22 under N- stress condition with
intermediate values in other treatments (Fig. 2). More interestingly under the dual stress, the RWC was more than that of
drought stress alone in both the genotypes.

2.3. Effect of low nitrogen and water stress on chlorophyll and
carotenoid content
Reduction in chlorophyll A, total chlorophyll and carotenoid content was observed only under N- stress or dual stress but
not under W- stress in both the genotypes. So it was only the Chl B content that distinguished the response of the
genotypes under optimum as well as dual stress conditions. N22 showed both maximum (0.166 mg/ g.fwt) and
minimum (0.0622 mg/ g.fwt) content of Chl B under N-W-, and N + W + conditions, respectively, whereas IR64 had the
highest Chl B content, i.e., 0.1418 mg/ g.fwt under optimum conditions. Although stress conditions did cause reduction of
Chl A and total Chl, the difference between the genotypes is insigni�cant under both optimum as well as stress conditions
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(Fig. 3). Carotenoid content was higher in IR64 under the optimal condition. Though RWC content did not show much
variation under W- and dual stress in either of the genotypes (Fig. 2), the leaves showed complete rolling and yellowing,
especially, under dual stress, as seen from the very low chlorophyll content, especially Chl A in N22 and Chl B in IR64
(Fig. 3 and supplementary Fig. 1). Hence, sampling was done on the 7th day of drought stress for further morphological,
biochemical and transcriptome studies.

2.4. Effect of low nitrogen and water stress on root system
architecture traits
Under optimal (N + W+) and N-W + conditions, the TRS of IR64 (487.55 and 235.03 cm respectively) was observed to be
more than N22 (447.88 and 151.64 cm respectively; Figs. 4 and 5). In brief, the genotypes did not show a statistically
signi�cant difference between them for TRS under optimal input supply, but did show a signi�cantly differential response
under low N-supply. Similarly, TRS got reduced signi�cantly in IR64 under W- stress (487.55 to 396.46 cm), while only a
marginal reduction (447.88 to 438.91 cm) was seen in N22 (Figs. 4 and 5). Under dual stress condition, the TRS of both
the genotypes reduced considerably but the difference between the genotypes was again statistically not signi�cant. LRS
was not affected by W- stress in both the genotypes. The least LRS was observed under dual stress condition in both the
genotypes (0.9023 and 0.9036 for IR64 and N22 respectively), followed by N-W + condition, wherein only N22 showed
reduction (0.8920) but not IR64 (0.9340). In general, SOLRN was more than FOLRN in both the genotypes under
respective conditions. IR64 showed highest FOLRN (614.66) and SOLRN (4979.33) under the optimal condition, but
showed a comparatively severe reduction under all the stress conditions. N22 showed an interesting pattern of lateral
root numbers, wherein FOLRN showed the maximum value under dual stress condition (533.3), followed by optimal
(306.0), W- (79.0) and N- (54.0) conditions. Similarly in case of SOLRN, N22 showed the highest value (2574.0) under
dual stress conditions, followed by optimal (1499.0), W- (1541.0) and N- (222.33) conditions, the latter being the least
number among all conditions and genotypes (Figs. 4 and 5).

2.5. Effect of low nitrogen and drought stress on N and C
metabolizing enzymes
Maximum speci�c activity (µmoles/mg/min) of NR was found in N22 under N + W- condition, i.e., 0.81, followed by N + W 
+ condition in both the genotypes (0.70 in IR64 and 0.67 in N22) and N + W- conditions in IR64 (0.35). The least NR
activity was observed in both N-W + and N-W- conditions for both genotypes (Fig. 6). Interestingly, NiR activity was always
higher under N- stress i.e., both N-W+ (2.59 and 1.83 µmoles/mg/min for IR64 and N22 respectively) and N-W- conditions
(2.35 and 1.50 µmoles/mg/min for IR64 and N22 respectively). N22 showed the highest activities of GS and GOGAT in N 
+ W- condition, i.e., 25.33 µmoles/mg/min and 0.17 ∆OD/mg/min, as compared to other conditions and IR64 genotype.
On the contrary, IR64 showed highest activity of GDH under N-W + condition (0.85 ∆OD/mg/min) and least activity in N + 
W- condition (0.06 ∆OD/mg/min) as compared to the other conditions and N22 genotype. Following a similar trend, IR64
showed highest activity for all the three C-metabolizing enzymes, i.e., PK (2.66 ∆OD/mg/min), ICDH (2.52 ∆OD/mg/min)
and CS (2.12 ∆OD/mg/min) under N-W + condition. As far as these three C-metabolizing enzymes are concerned, IR64
showed minimum activities in N + W- condition, whereas N22 showed minimum activity under N + W + condition (Fig. 6).
Overall, under dual stress (N−W−), NiR, PK and CS enzyme assays showed signi�cantly better speci�c activity in IR64,
while most of the other N and C assimilating enzymes showed similar but low speci�c activities in both the genotypes.
When the enzyme activities under dual stress were compared with that of optimal input supply, four of the eight enzymes,
NiR, PK, ICDH and CS, showed better speci�c activity under dual stress whereas NR and GOGAT showed lower speci�c
activity. In case of GS and GDH, IR64 had better speci�c activity under dual stress for the former and N22 had better
speci�c activity for the latter in comparison to optimal input supply. Under drought stress, N22 performed better than IR64
for all the eight enzymes assayed, while under the optimal conditions IR64 performed better than N22 except for GS.
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2.6 Genome-wide transcriptome sequencing under low nitrogen and water stress – Data quality and identi�cation of
DEGs

A total of 1.16 billion raw reads were obtained across 16 treatments with a range of 43.95 (IR 64 shoot under N-W+) to
85.54 M reads (N22 root under N + W+), and an average of 72.58 M raw reads per treatment (Table 1). On an average,
66.51 M (91.37%) high quality reads were available for further analyses after trimming of low quality reads. Though the N
speci�c transcriptomes (N + and N-) were previously reported by us (Sinha et al. 2018), we had used open source
algorithms and could map only 47.35% of the reads to the reference genome. However, in the present study, 89.91% of the
reads could be mapped to the genome as we used comparatively relaxed parameters available in the CLC workbench
(Table 1). This was essential because N22, an aus type, and IR64, an indica type of rice, are quite distinct from the
reference genome of Nipponbare (japonica type).

Table 1 Summary of transcriptome data obtained for low nitrogen (N) and water stress response studies in a pair of rice
genotypes, IR 64 and Nagina 22 (N22)

Treatment Library Number of raw
reads

Number of high
quality (HQ)

% of HQ
reads

Mapping % of HQ
reads

A: Optimal N and water (N 
+ W+)

IR64R 66536324 50191956 75.45 88.81

IR64S 70824528 55136806 77.85 91.98

B: Low N and optimal water
(N-W+)

IR64R 82505318 79630496 96.52 84.57

IR64S 80815020 75536524 93.47 92.84

C: Optimal N and low water
(N + W-)

IR64R 71789678 65991386 91.92 93.66

IR64S 59320262 54086464 91.18 92.58

D: Low N and low water (N-
W-)

IR64R 83704236 78718332 94.04 92.58

IR64S 43945150 38574194 87.78 92.8

A: Optimal N and water (N 
+ W+)

N22R 85535858 78152624 91.37 93.98

N22S 80808216 74622520 92.35 83.15

B: Low N and optimal water
(N-W+)

N22R 80715748 76311074 94.54 94.04

N22S 64090592 62037382 96.80 84.51

C: Optimal N and low water
(N + W-)

N22R 68228978 64247540 94.16 92.72

N22S 72947448 67688471 92.79 80.84

D: Low N and low water (N-
W-)

N22R 76438072 72888018 95.36 91.01

N22S 73075028 70427288 96.38 88.51

Total reads 1161280456 1064241075 91.37 89.91

Average reads per library 72580028.5 66515067.19

Note: R: root; S: shoot

We identi�ed a total of 8926 unique differentially expressed genes (DEGs) across all the stress treatments by using N + W 
+ treatment as control for each stress (Supplementary Table 1). In brief, we identi�ed only 1174, 698 and 903 DEGs in the
root tissues of IR64, and 1197, 187 and 781 DEGs in N22; whereas nearly double the number of DEGs were found in the
shoot tissues, i.e., 3357, 1006 and 4005 in IR64, and 4004, 990 and 2143 DEGs in N22 under N−W−, N+W− and N−W−stress
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treatments. Further, in the shoots of IR64, 2712 (67.7%) of the 4004 DEGs identi�ed under the dual stress were common
with N- stress, while only 619 (15.46%) were common with W- stress (Fig. 7A). Similarly, in N22 shoots also, 1567
(73.12%) and 555 (25.9%) of the dual stress DEGs were common with N- and W- stress (Fig. 7B). In root tissues also, the
same trend was observed albeit in a lower proportion with 43.39% and 13.87% in IR64, and 55.06% and 7.68% DEGs in
N22 from the N- and W- stress DEGs were common with dual stress DEGs (Figs. 7C and D). Overall, in IR64 shoots, only
23.6% (1169), 11.5% (559) and 6.3% (311) of the genes were unique to dual, N and W stress respectively, whereas in N22,
9.4% (N-W-), 47.2% (N-), and 6.3% (W-) of the DEGs were unique. In case of the root tissues, 22.1%, 29.3% and 19.1% of
DEGs were unique to dual, N- and W- stress in IR64, whereas 19.7% (N-W-), 44.7% (N-) and 5.7% (W-) of the DEGs were
unique in N22. Thus, both in the root and shoot tissues of N22, more number of unique DEGs were identi�ed under N-
stress. Further, comparison across the genotypes revealed that just 11.7% (416/3353 of the DEGs in IR 64 under N-) to
27.08% (1083/4000 of the DEGs in N22 under N-) DEGs in shoot tissue were unique to a speci�c treatment and genotype,
while the rest of the DEGs were common to one or more treatments or genotypes (Fig. 7E). However, in case of the root
tissue, comparatively, a higher proportion of the DEGs were found to be unique to a speci�c treatment, which varied from
24.65% (192/779 of the DEGs in N22 under N-W-) to 43.27% (302/698 of the DEGs in IR64 under W-) with an exception of
just 3.3% of DEGs (30/900) in IR64 under N-W- treatment (Fig. 7F). The common DEGs across the genotypes and
treatments also showed a similar direction of regulation (either uniformly up or down) in both the genotypes
(Supplementary Table 1).

2.7 Comparison of the expression of N transporters, sensors and regulators under various stress treatments in IR64 and
N22

Of the 15 differentially expressed N transporter genes including the high a�nity nitrate transporters, ammonium
transporters and urea transporters, root tissues of IR64 showed differential expression for all of them, whereas N22 roots
showed differential expression only in 11 under the N-W + and/or N-W- stresses (Supplementary table 2). Four N
transporters and their accessory protein genes (NRT2.1, NRT2.4, OsNAR2.2 and OsAMT2_1) were differentially expressed
also under N + W- condition. A low a�nity nitrate transporter, OsNPF7.2, was differentially expressed only in N22 shoots
under all the three stress conditions implicating its genotype speci�c role in nitrate transport in the above ground part.
Among these transporters a few more genes annotated as ‘similar to nitrate transporters’ (Os10g0111300,
Os10g0370700 and Os06g0581000) and others annotated as ‘similar to nitrate and chloride transporter’
(Os03g0682100) showed downregulation only in N22 shoot under N- stress. Three negative regulators of N stress, i.e.,
NIGT1, OsBT and OsACTPK1, were downregulated in IR64 in either root or shoot tissues under both N- and dual (N-W-)
stress, while NIGT1 transcript alone was downregulated in N22 under N- and dual stress. OsACTPK1 was downregulated
only under N- stress in N22 roots, but not dual stress. OsBT was not downregulated in N22 under any stress in any of the
tissues. More interestingly, NIGT1 transcript was found to be upregulated in N22 under W- stress. Os04g0680400 and
Os12g0503000 encoding for allantoinase and allantoin transporter were downregulated under N- and dual stress in both
the genotypes but not under W- stress. Further, Os02g0673100 encoding for aluminium induced malate transporter was
found to be upregulated in both the root and shoot tissues of N22 and IR64 under N- and dual stress, while aluminium
induced citrate transporter encoded by Os02g0673100 was upregulated only in IR64 roots under W- stress.

2.8 Comparison of the expression of known transcription factors (TFs) and novel (not annotated) genes under various
stress treatments in IR64 and N22

A total of 173 transcription factors were found to be differentially expressed under different treatments (Supplementary
Table 3), out of which 97 and 20 were speci�c to low nitrogen and low water supply respectively. The genotypic
differences were also substantial in terms of the number of TFs expressed; 37 and 61 TFs were found to be expressed in
N22 and IR64 respectively. The rest of the 75 DEGs showed a similar expression pattern in both the genotypes, except for
two genes, namely, Os01g0289732 and Os03g0252900, which encode a WRKY TF and a MYB like TF DIVARICATA,
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respectively. The former showed up- and down-regulated expression under N- and W- stress in IR64 and N22 respectively,
whereas the latter showed down- and up-regulated expression in IR64 and N22 respectively. Further, the expression
pattern under N- and dual stress were identical for most of the DEGs in IR64, while only a few DEGs showed such a
pattern in N22. Of the 173 TFs, WRKY TFs were the most abundant with 30 genes followed by bZIP (18), MYB (17), HSF
(13), AP2/ERF/AP1 (10), bHLH (9) and zinc �nger (6) and NAC (6) genes. Of the zinc �nger TFs, three were of Dof type, all
of which were downregulated in N22 but not in IR64 under N-stress. A zinc �nger, RING-type domain containing protein
(Os01g0123700) was downregulated only in IR64 shoot tissues under low N but not in other tissues of IR64 or N22.
Os01g0213800, encoding a plant speci�c transcription factor which is a target gene for mir319 was speci�cally
upregulated (10.5 log2 fold change) in N22 shoots, only under N- stress. Os08g0549600, encoding a bZIP TF and
Os11g0523700 encoding a bHLH TF were the genes with higher folds of upregulation. The former was upregulated by 5–
7 log2 fold in shoot tissues of both the genotypes under N- and dual stress, while the latter was upregulated by 6.6 and
7.3 log2 fold in IR64 shoots under N- and dual stress and 11.77 log2 fold in N22 shoots only under N-stress. Another gene,
Os04g0659300, encoding a receptor-like protein, which is implicated in root development, salt stress response and
regulation of iron acquisition, was downregulated to 10 log2 fold change in the root tissues of both the genotypes
suggesting the cross-talk of other nutrients with nitrogen.

Of the 8926 DEGs, 26.15% were completely novel, represented by 916 conserved hypothetical proteins and 1418
hypothetical genes/proteins. Of these transcripts, 20 hypothetical genes/proteins and 12 conserved hypothetical proteins
had more than 8 log2 fold DE (Supplementary Table 4).

2.9 Comparison of gene involved in plant hormone metabolism and
receptors
Among the 44 DEGs involved in auxin biosynthesis and signalling, as many as 33 were shoot speci�c, out of which 26
DEGs were found to be speci�c to N- or dual stress, whereas only 12 were speci�c to W-stress. Of the remaining 11 DEGs,
only three were root speci�c while the others were expressed in both the tissues. As far as genotypic speci�city is
concerned, 15 and 12 DEGs were found to be speci�c to IR64 and N22 respectively (Supplementary Table 5). Similarly, in
GA biosynthesis and signalling, 7 unique DEGs were found to be speci�c to N22 and IR64; 6 and 14 were root and shoot
speci�c. Os05g0227600 and Os07g0418700 encoding proline rich glycoproteins with ABA dependent inhibition of root
growth were downregulated only in IR64 roots under N- or dual stress, whereas a similar gene, Os05g6022900, was
upregulated in shoot tissues of N22 under both N- and dual stress and in IR64 only under N- stress. Further,
Os04g0511200, an ABA responsive gene, was upregulated only in N22 under W- stress, but downregulated in shoot
tissues of IR64 under N- and dual stress. Another ABA dependent gene, Os05g0381400, differentially expressed only in
N22 with upregulation under W- and downregulation under dual stress (Supplementary Table 5).

2.10 GO enrichment analysis of DEGs across stress treatments and
genotypes
Across the genotypes and stress conditions, a similar proportion of the DEGs were classi�ed into biological processes
(22–25%), cellular components (34–37%) and molecular functions (40–41%) in shoot tissues of both the genotypes;
however, in root tissues the response of genotypes varied under individual stresses (but similar in dual stress) with a huge
difference in the proportion of genes (i.e., 53% and 40% in IR64 and N22 respectively) under molecular function (MF)
category under N- stress (Figs. 8 and 9). Further, sub-categorization of biological processes (BP) revealed that
transcription factors (TFs) and genes involved in oxidation-reduction were equally abundant (40 genes in each category)
in IR64 roots. Most of the DEGs belonged to the oxidation-reduction process (47) followed by metabolic processes (34),
carbohydrate metabolism (30) and TFs (25) in N22 roots (Fig. 8). Under cellular components (CC), cytoplasmic vesicles
were found to be the most important component and uniformly so across all treatments. Under W- stress in N22,
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membranes were the second most important components of CC. Under MF category, electron transfer activity followed by
ATP, heme, and zinc binding protein were the key components in root tissues of both the genotypes.

IR64 under all the treatments and N22 under N- condition showed a similar enrichment of genes under BP category in
shoot tissues, with most of the DEGs falling under the subcategory of TFs, protein phosphorylation and metabolic
processes. However, under W- stress, N22 showed an abundance of oxidative stress response genes too (Fig. 9). The GO
enrichment pattern of genes in N22 shoots under W- and dual stress was similar for BP. Under CC, cytoplasmic vesicles
were of the major category, while under MF, the ATP binding was the most important function in both the genotypes
across treatments. The oxidation-reduction has been found to be the predominant process in the shoot tissues of N22
under MF category in dual stress conditions which distinctly differentiate N22 from IR64.

2.11 Pathway analysis of the DEGs

In order to gain a meaningful insight of the transcriptional control in the two genotypes under individual and dual
stresses, we focused on speci�c pathways and genes identi�ed from pathway analysis. Under the N- condition,
downregulation of a chloroplastic glutamine synthetase2, (GS2; Os04g0659100) involved in the reassimilation of the
ammonia generated by photorespiration, was observed in N22 roots, but this was not the case in IR64 roots. Still, this
gene was downregulated in the shoot tissues of both the genotypes under N- conditions and IR64 under dual stress.
Os05g0555600 encoding amyloplastic glutamate synthase (GOGAT, similar to NADH-GOGAT) also showed the same
pattern; it was downregulated in the shoot tissues of both the genotype under N- and in IR64 under dual stress. Nitrogen
metabolism was least affected under W- stress. However, in case of N transporters under dual stress, the IR64 roots
showed upregulation for four of the N transporters while N22 showed upregulation only for two (Fig. 10). Both IR64 roots
and shoots, and N22 roots (but not shoots) behaved similarly under the dual stress with as many as ten genes involved in
N metabolism and transport downregulated (except for upregulation of a high a�nity N transporter in roots). In N22
shoots, only as few as four genes were downregulated. Notably, Os04g0659100, Os05g0555600 and Os07g0658400 (Fd-
GOGAT involved in N assimilation and leaf senescence) didn’t show downregulation in N22 shoots (Supplementary table
2).

Comparison of carbon (C) metabolism including C-�xation by photosynthesis revealed that under N- conditions, though
similar sets of genes were downregulated in both the genotypes, a major difference was found in the differential
upregulation of aspartate aminotransferase, encoded by Os02g0236000, in IR64 shoots, but not in N22 shoots (Fig. 10
and Supplementary Fig. 2). Under W- conditions, two genes, i.e., Os01g0899425 and Os02g0152400, that encode the
larger and smaller subunits of Rubisco respectively, were upregulated in N22 but only the latter was upregulated in IR64.
Further, under W- stress, IR64 showed upregulation of genes (i.e., Os07g0529000 and Os04g0486950) encoding isocitrate
lyase and malate synthase known to be active in the glyoxylate pathway operating during germination. Pathway analysis
suggested that under dual stress, the entire C3 carbon �xation cycle was downregulated in IR64 in addition to
downregulation of regular TCA cycle and thus resulting in a comparatively lower pool of oxaloacetate in IR64
(Supplementary Fig. 1).

Both the genotypes did show upregulation of the gene encoding catalase (Os03g0131200), indicating the induction of
ROS during these stresses, possibly resulting in minimization of hydrogen peroxide induced cell death. Flavonoid and
phenylpropanoid biosynthesis processes were highly upregulated under W- stress and dual stress but not under N- stress
in the shoot tissue of N22 nor in IR64 shoot tissues under any of the three stresses (Fig. 10), implicating activation of
secondary metabolite mediated stress management in the former genotype. Though fatty acid synthesis was
upregulated under both N- and dual stresses, it was downregulated under W- stress in both the genotypes, considerably
higher fold in IR64 than that of N22. Further, the �nal steps in fatty acid elongation (supplementary Fig. 3) were found to
be upregulated only in N22 under dual stress, while under N-stress it was downregulated; it did not show differential
expression under W- stress. Genes involved in porphyrin and chlorophyll metabolism were completely downregulated in
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N22 under N- stress, but under W- and dual stress, it showed upregulation of the conversion process which formed
chlorophyllide from divinyl chlorophyllide. This is also supported by our chlorophyll content measurements (Fig. 3). In
IR64, the response to N- and dual stress was similar with respect to the downregulation of major chlorophyll synthesis
pathway; still there was upregulation of conversion of bacterial geranyl geranyl chlorophyllide b and a to bacterial
chlorophyll a and b (Fig. 10).

Photosynthesis was completely suppressed in IR64 shoots with the down regulation of 29, 3 and 31 genes under N-, W-
and dual stress, while in N22 a large number of genes (26) were downregulated only under N-. Under W- stress, the
chlorophyll a/b binding protein and photosystem II oxygen evolving complex PsbQ family protein encoded by
Os01g720500 and Os02g0578400 were found to be upregulated while a photosystem II protein D1 was downregulated in
N22 shoots. Under dual stress in N22, 2 genes each, e.g., Os02g0578400 and Os04g0412200 (Ferredoxin I) were up and
downregulated respectively (Fig. 10 and supplementary Fig. 4).

Glutathione metabolism in root and shoot tissues of both the genotypes showed substantial differential regulation
especially under N- and dual stress (Fig. 10 and supplementary Fig. 5). While root tissues of IR64 and N22 showed
downregulation of 10 and 15 genes involved in glutathione metabolism under N- stress, only 1 and 13 genes were found
to be downregulated under dual stress. In the shoot tissues of IR64, only a fewer number of genes (4 up and 2 down)
showed differential expression while in N22 as many as 19 genes showed differential expression (6 up and 13 down)
under N- stress. The scenario was quite distinct in case of dual stress with 14 genes in IR64 (4 up and 10 down) and 10 in
N22 (6 up and 4 down) differentially expressed. We also noticed that the entire glutathione metabolism genes were
physically located in a cluster on chromosomes 1 and 10 allowing common means for regulation (Supplementary
Table 6).

Overall, in IR64 shoots, carbon �xation by photosynthesis was severely compromised and hence the feeding of pyruvate
from glycolysis to cellular respiration was low under both N- and dual stress conditions (Fig. 10 and supplementary
Fig. 2). Still, pyruvate metabolism was partially upregulated, as seen from the higher activity of pyruvate kinase, in IR64
under both N- and dual stress conditions (Figs. 6, 10 and supplementary Fig. 6), thereby creating a reasonable pool of
acetyl CoA for further oxidative decarboxylation and subsequent ATP generation. However, under W- stress, the pyruvate
metabolism was also comparatively more compromised with more accumulation of acetate and acetaldehyde rather
than acetyl CoA. N22 showed poor response under N- stress but a better response under W- stress as compared to IR64;
the response under dual stress was completely different, with minimal impact on C �xation and comparatively higher
pool of acetyl CoA. Speci�cally, genes (Os01g0660300 and Os03g0672300) encoding pyruvate kinase were upregulated
in N22 shoots under all the stress conditions, but downregulated (Os11g0216000) in IR64 shoots under N- and dual
stress (Fig. 10). Under N- stress, in addition to glycolysis, pentose phosphate pathway was also compromised in both
IR64 and N22 shoots but under dual stress, only IR64 showed downregulation and not N22.

2.12 Validation of a few selected DEGs by qPCR assay

Primers for expression pro�ling of 10 DEGs were designed (Supplementary table 7) to support the DEGs identi�ed from
the transcriptome data in the present study. Most of the genes selected for validation were involved in N transport and
metabolism. The expression pro�les of all the 10 selected genes obtained from qPCR assay matched with the pattern of
differential expression observed in the transcriptome (Fig. 11 and supplementary table 1). However, the fold change
observed in the qPCR assay was higher than those obtained in the transcriptome for the nitrogen transporter genes. More
importantly, the superiority of IR64 to chronic N- stress through the transcriptional regulation of negative regulators of N
transport (OsBT, NGT1 and OsACTPK1), high a�nity nitrate transporters along with their accessory proteins, ammonium
transporters (e.g., NRT1.2, NAR2.1, NAR2,.2 and AMT1_1) and N assimilation (AAT-glyoxylate) was well supported by the
qPCR assay (Fig. 11 and supplementary table 7).
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2.13 Identi�cation of low N stress speci�c QTLs

Straw N levels were equal in the parental genotypes grown in both optimal and low N-plots (IR 64: 1.35 and 1.32% and
N2: 1.085 and 1.09%) while grain N levels decreased in both the genotypes grown in low N- plots ((IR 64: 1.68 to 1.34%,
N22: 1.40 to 1.02% for N + to N- conditions). The mapping population of 253 individuals showed transgressive
segregation for both the traits with a range of 0.77–3.47% and 0.67–1.62% for straw N and 0.4-2% and 0.04 to 1.9% for
grain N under low and optimal N-plots respectively. Other than straw STI, all the traits showed a normal distribution
(Fig. 12). The coe�cient of variation was nearly double for grain N (23.66% and 29.06% under N + and N-) as compared
to straw N (15.84% and 11.53% under N + and N-). Thus, there was enough variation in the parents and the mapping
population to attempt QTL mapping.

Though the mapping population was previously reported to be segregating for 1512 SNP markers, only 824 markers were
utilized for construction of genetic linkage map and subsequent identi�cation of heat tolerance QTLs by
Shanmugavadivel et al. (2017). To improve the resolution of the map further, we relaxed the standards of goodness of �t
for segregation distortion to p ≤ 0.015 in the present study. Test for marker quality revealed that only one marker
(SNP850) was the outlier, and hence it was removed from the analysis (supplementary Fig. 7). The genetic map consisted
of 1262 markers with a map length of 1600 cM and 12 linkage groups.

For identi�cation of QTLs, besides straw and grain N, when there is no external N supply (NN) and in the presence of
external N (NP), STI and SSI of both these traits were also calculated. A total of 12 QTLs, one each for straw NN and seed
STI, two for seed NP, three for seed NN and �ve for seed STI were identi�ed on chromosomes 1, 5, 6 and 10 with LOD
score greater than 3 (Table 2). Three of these 12 QTLs co-localized on chromosome 6 with their peak marker at 1.13–
1.18 Mb for the traits seed NN and seed STI. Similarly, three more QTLs on chromosome 1 co-localized with their peak
marker at 3.42–3.43 Mb for the traits seed NP, seed NN and seed STI. These QTLs explained phenotypic variation in the
range of 4.9–22.3%. The QTL on chromosome 6 was the most robust with LOD score as high as 11 and R2 values as
high as 0.177 to 0.223 for seed NN and seed STI. The favorable allele for this QTL was from IR64. In fact, all the
favorable alleles were from IR64 for all the QTLs except for the one on chromosome 1 which governed seed NP, seed NN
and seed STI.
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Table 2 Details of the QTLs identi�ed for straw and seed N content and their stress tolerance and susceptibility indices
(STI and SSI) under no external N supply (NN) and optimal N (NP) supply in a recombinant inbred mapping population

derived from IR64 and N22

Trait Chromosome Position
(cM)

Physical
Interval (Mb)

Size of
the QTL
region
(Kb)

LOD Additive
effect

Phenotype
variance
explained
(%)

Favourable
QTL allele
from

Straw_NN 10 86.21 16.94 17.71 769.74 3.72 0.05 6.7 IR64

Seed_NP 1 67.51 4.51 4.58 70.79 3.50 0.07 5.8 IR64

1 342.51 37.37 37.88 513.10 4.07 -0.09 7.1 N22

Seed_NN 1 343.61 37.88 39.60 1719.29 3.43 -0.07 5.6 N22

6 113.11 10.18 10.34 158.56 11.07 0.12 22.3 IR64

6 118.71 10.96 11.02 66.35 8.61 0.11 17.7 IR64

Seed_SSI 6 167.51 19.66 20.38 715.09 4.20 -0.17 8.5 IR64

Seed_STI 1 51.11 3.46 3.50 41.10 3.05 0.08 4.9 IR64

1 343.51 37.37 37.88 513.10 4.31 -0.11 7.1 N22

6 113.11 10.18 10.34 158.56 10.30 0.17 20.6 IR64

6 126.71 11.27 11.48 212.79 5.91 0.13 11.3 IR64

4 295.71 34.36 34.41 52.97 4.54 0.14 7.7 IR64

2.14 Co-localization of the major QTL with the transcriptome data of the parental genotypes under optimal and low N

We analyzed the two hot spot regions on chromosome 6 and chromosome 1 between the �anking SNP markers, and
spanning a length of 417 Kbp and 100 Kbp respectively for the DEGs identi�ed in the present study. The QTL on
chromosome 6 comprised of 31 genes of which �ve were DEGs in the transcriptome analysis including two UDP-
glucuronosyl/UDP-glucosyl transferase family proteins (encoded by Os06g289200 and Os06g289900). The former was
downregulated in N22 under N- stress while the latter was upregulated under all the stress conditions in N22. In addition,
there was a zinc �nger Dof-type family protein in the vicinity which was downregulated in N22 under N- stress but under
both N- and dual stress in IR64 (Fig. 13 and supplementary table 1). The QTL on chromosome 2 harbored only two genes
out of which Os01g166800 encoding ETG1 (E2F TARGET GENE 1) protein showed differential expression only in IR64
shoots under N- and dual stress.

2.15 SNPs and amino acid substitutions between IR64 and N22 in the �ve candidate genes

We compared the CDS of the IR64 and N22 sequences for the �ve candidate genes using N22 sequences available in the
database EMSgardeN22 (Sevanthi et al. 2018) and the re-sequencing data of IR64 available in-house and at Rice-SNP
seek database of IRRI (https://snp-seek.irri.org/). The number of SNPs was the highest in Os06g0289200 (28 SNPs;
encoding UDP-glucuronosyl/UDP-glucosyltransferase family protein) of which 11 resulted in non-synonymous amino
acid substitutions while the other genes had 3–4 changes (supplementary table 8). One of the �ve candidate genes
(Os06g0286400) was completely similar in both the genotypes. We also tried to look at the differences in the protein
structure arising due to the 11 amino acid substitutions in case of Os06g0289200 using I-TASSER which revealed similar
tertiary structure of the protein between the two genotypes (supplementary Fig. 8). However, further simulations followed
by stability analysis of the simulated structures are needed to arrive at a conclusion.
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3. Discussion
The enhanced root and limited shoot growth in rice under suboptimal water or nitrogen supply is well documented; this
response is also known to be genotype speci�c with upland drought tolerant rice cultivars having deeper and more proli�c
rooting systems than lowland cultivars (Davidson, 1969; Steponkus et al.1980, Dingkuhn and Kropff, 1996; Fageria and
Moreira, 2011). Further, the extreme N-de�ciency reduces branching and root hairs in cereals and legumes but increases
the diameter of the lateral and �rst- and second-order nodal roots (Anderson et al. 1991). It is well known that the relative
dry weight of rice roots decreased when N was omitted from a complete fertilizer (Baligar et al. 1998). Interestingly, both
the genotypes showed severe reduction in root as well as shoot dry weight under N- and dual stress but not under W-
stress, especially, N22.

Not only N- stress, but also water stress affects the transcriptional abundance of genes involved in N metabolism (Foyer
et al. 1998; Singh and Ghosh, 2013). Reduced NR/NiR/GS/GOGAT activity is a sign of W- stress as reported in many
crops including PEG treated Malus prunifolia which showed signi�cantly lower NR activity though the NiR activity was
not affected (Huang et al. 2011; Sanchez-Rodriguez et al. 2011). In rice, short-term (2–5 days) drought stress increased
NiR but not NR activity (Pandey et al. 2010). All these results demonstrate that drought stress has a major in�uence on
nitrate reduction and N assimilation which is supposed to be the main reason for the reduction of crop yield under
drought stress (Wang et al. 2016). We observed that N-stress severely reduced NR activity in both the genotypes than that
of water stress. More pronounced activity was observed in N22 than IR64 indicating e�cient metabolism of N22 under
water stress. NiR was found to have higher speci�c activity under N-stress and considerably so in IR64 than N22,
potentially indicating more e�cient N-assimilation in IR64.

Assimilation of inorganic ammonia to organic amino acid requires carbon skeleton from the TCA cycle, which is 2-
oxoglutarate (2-OG). Therefore, N metabolism works in coordination with carbon (C) metabolism and hence, NUE is
directly linked with both nitrogen as well as carbon metabolism in any crop (Sinha et al. 2018). Hence a drought resilient
genotype is supposed to manage its N uptake and assimilation better under drought stress, besides the activity of C cycle
enzymes, which we did �nd in N22 (Fig. 6). Notably, GS was found to be more active in IR64 and N22 under N- and W-
conditions respectively, than that of the optimum condition; since GS is the �rst enzyme for NH4

+ assimilation, these
genotypes have a better mechanism to nullify the toxic effects of ammonium immediately after its release from various
metabolic pathways (Masclaux-Daubresse et al. 2010). The drastic reduction of GOGAT under N-stress condition in both
the genotypes indicates that no further transamination in chloroplast is preferred by either of these genotypes; possibly,
glutamine itself is used as a N-transport molecule, or it transfers its amido group to aspartate in the presence of cytosolic
asparagine synthatase in cytosol (Lam et al. 2003). In fact, alanine aminotransferase (AlaAT or ALT), asparagine
synthase (AS), aspartate aminotransferase (AspAT), have all been implicated in modulating NUE (Shrawat et al. 2008;
McAllister et al. 2016). We observed downregulation of Osh36 (Os05g0475400 encoding AAT like protein) in N22, and
ALT-2 in both the genotypes but more predominantly in N22. However, Os03g0171900 and Os03g0338900 encoding for
proteins similar to ALT-2 were upregulated only in N22. AspAT was also found to be downregulated in both the genotypes
under dual stress. In case of IR64, down regulation of AspAT took place only under dual stress but not under N-stress.

Our observation based on N and C metabolic enzymes suggested better performance of IR64 and N22 under N- and W-
conditions respectively (Fig. 6). We further looked at the DEGs to �nd whether they represent the differences in enzyme
activities assayed in the study (supplementary table 9). For �ve of the eight enzymes studies, namely, NR, NiR, PK, GS and
GOGAT we could make two observations: i) the overall reduction in speci�c activity under N- stress and dual stress in
both the genotypes were in correspondence with the downregulation of the respective DEGs; ii) the better performance of
N22 under dual stress for PK and GS and IR64 for other enzymes was also supported by the DEGs. Further, we observed
that not only N and C skeleton, but also high a�nity N-transporter genes were in�uenced by W- stress with IR64 showing
upregulation of NRT2.1 (Os02g0112100) along with its accessory protein gene (NAR2.1) which is required for its activity
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as well as downregulation of NRT2.4 (Os01g0547600) in root tissues, possibly due to the lack of mass �ow of nitrate to
the root surface in the absence of water, and functional divergence of different nitrate transporters. Thus, IR64 clearly
demonstrated better upregulation of overall N metabolism as well as N transporters under N- stress. The C-skeleton was
better managed in N22 in N-, W- as well as dual stress, more so in the latter two stresses (Fig. 10; Sinha et al. 2018).

Both nitrogen and water use e�ciency are very complex traits (Vikram et al. 2011; Wei et al. 2012; Feng et al. 2018; Sinha
et al. 2018); yet, a large number of genes involved in N-metabolism with speci�c functions are known, e.g., high and low
a�nity N (nitrate/ammonium/urea) transporters, N-sensors, regulators of N uptake, N reduction and assimilation and
also genes that promote e�cient N use (such as qNGR9 and TOND1), not only from the model plant Arabidopsis but also
from rice, and consequently some of them have been exploited in breeding programs (Sun et al. 2014; Zhang etal., 2015).
Os12g0630100 encoding for thaumatin protein was found to be underlying the QTL, TOND1, by analyzing the �ne
mapped region of 279 kb using microarray expression data (Zhang et al. 2015). When we compared the DEGs present in
the QTL region of TOND1, we found that there were �ve thaumatin or thaumatin like genes in that region, all of which
showed differential expression under N- stress in IR64 shoots, three of them in IR64 root and two of them in N22 shoot
(Supplementary Table 6). Some of them also showed differential expression in other stress (W- and dual) conditions in
both the tissues. Further, only one of them, with an expected role in plant defense, was found to be upregulated in IR64
shoots while the remaining four were downregulated. Thaumatin proteins are mostly implicated in defense against
bacterial and fungal pathogens or as allergens in plants (Dutta et al. 1999, Wen et al. 2003; Kalpana et al. 2006; Liu et al.
2010). However, thaumatins have also been identi�ed to be drought inducible and independent of ABA pathway in carrot
(Jung et al. 2005). In this context, we suggest TOND1 QTL to be a true one with not a single gene, but many genes
showing similar function, governing the N-de�cit response. We also found that both the genotypes tested in our study do
not have favorable alleles in this region, in line with Zhang et al. (2015), wherein they reported that more than 70% of the
rice cultivars did not have N-use e�cient alleles for this locus, making it an attractive candidate for molecular breeding.
On the other hand, we found upregulation of DEP1 gene (Os09g0441900) underlying the QTL qNGR9 in the shoots of
both IR64 and N22 (Sun et al. 2014). Recently, Os06g0270200 encoding for a potassium transporter-24 was found as the
potential candidate gene for a major QTL (higher root dry weight under low N), i.e., qRDWN6XB, on chromosome 6 under
N-de�ciency in rice (Anis et al. 2019). We found upregulation of this gene in N22 shoots under drought stress but not
under N- or dual stress. In fact, there were a total of 15 DEGs annotated as potassium transporters, of which 11 were
downregulated and 4 were upregulated; interestingly all of them were speci�c to N- stress or dual stress except for
Os06g0270200 (Supplementary Tables 1 and 6), indicating the possibility of N and K cross-talk in rice.

From the major effect QTL regions identi�ed in the present study, potential candidate genes, namely, two UDP-
glucuronosyl/UDP-glucosyltransferase genes, have been identi�ed as they showed differential expression in N22. UDP-
glucosyltransferases (UGTs) are generally localized in the cytosol and involved in the biosynthesis of �avonoids,
phenylpropanoids, terpenoids, and steroids, and also in the regulation of plant hormones (Lim et al. 2005; Liu et al. 2015).
UGT glucosylation is implicated in the maintenance of ABA homeostasis in plants (Dong et al. 2014). Later, UGT71C5
was found to be the candidate gene that glycosylates ABA to ABA-GE (Liu et al. 2015). As Os06g289200 was speci�c to
N- stress and downregulated only in N22 but not in IR64, the latter may have the favourable allele for this gene which
helps in better ABA homeostasis and secondary metabolite-mediated N-stress in this genotype. However, these results
should be interpreted with caution as the QTLs were identi�ed in the fully grown plants on seed and straw N data while
the transcriptome was from the seedling stage.

TFs are the major modulators of gene expression in plants. One of the popular TFs known to affect NUE, in�uencing N
assimilation under low N-supply is Dof identi�ed in maize (Yanagisawa et al. 2004), which was later shown to enhance
NUE in a variety of crops including wheat and sorghum (Pena et al. 2017). A zinc �nger Dof-type family protein found in
the vicinity of the major QTL region identi�ed on chromosome 6 in the present study, which was downregulated in N22
under N- stress but not in IR64, may be a potential candidate polymorphism for enhancing NUE in rice. Out of the 30 Dof
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TFs reported in rice (Lijavetsky et al. 2003), we found nine to be differentially expressed in our study, out of which only
two expressed in the roots while the rest expressed in the shoots. Only one Dof (Os10g0496000) was found to be W-
stress speci�c and was upregulated in the shoots of both the genotypes, while the rest eight were mostly speci�c to N-
stress. Out of the eight, two were differentially expressed under dual stress in IR64 shoots. Further, except for the root-
speci�c Dof gene (Os07g0236700) all were either upregulated in IR64 or downregulated in N22. However, we did not �nd
a differential expression of Os04g0567800 transcript which was a known N-speci�c Dof gene in rice. Dof TFs are known
to be regulating a variety of fundamental processes in plants, such as carbohydrate metabolism, photosynthetic carbon
assimilation, vascular development and transport of sugar through phloem, phytochrome and light signaling, response to
phytohormones and synthesis of storage proteins (Noguera et al. 2013). Among the other known TFs involved in NUE,
NTG1, (NO3

−-inducible and autorepressible transcriptional repressor) and OsBT (negative regulation of NO3
− uptake and

NUE) were found to be downregulated in IR64 under both N- and dual stress while only the former was downregulated in
N22. Further, in both the tissues, OsACTPK1, (regulator of N-uptake, the lack of which is known to enhance ammonium
uptake) was found to be downregulated only in IR64 under both N- and dual stress (Supplementary table 2; Beiger et al.
2018), while it was downregulated in the root tissues of N22 under N- stress. Overexpression of NGR5, encoding for a AP2
domain TF, identi�ed as a mutant (ngr5) with fewer tillers from genetic screens of semi-dwarf lines, has been recently
shown to enhance NUE (Wu et al. 2020). This gene (Os05g32270) was found to be upregulated only in IR64 shoots both
under N- and dual stress. Thus, there was a distinctly better transcriptional control of N-uptake mechanism operating in
IR64 than N22, under N- as well as dual stress.

The differential expression of the genes under any stress or any other circumstances other than the optimal condition is
routinely observed and documented. This is not because of the differences in the protein structure per se but possibly due
to the differences in the promoter elements that control the expression. Hence, we attempted a cis-element analysis of 44
DEGs known to be implicated in N and water use e�ciency by retrieving the 2 kb upstream sequences of these genes
from the publically available resequencing data of IR64 and in-house available data of N22 (Sevanthi et al. 2018). We
found differences in cis-motifs between the two genotypes in 25 of the 44 genes (of the differentially expressed
transcripts) known to play a role in N metabolism (Supplementary table 10). The cis-element variations in the DEGs
including thaumatin and Dof gene and the �ve DEGs identi�ed on chromosome 6 representing the known (TOND1) and
novel QTLs provide a strong support to our �ndings in terms of DEGs as well as QTLs.

N22 is known for its e�cient ROS scavenging activity which confer it with an effective layer of defence (tolerance) under
drought stress; however, this was mainly explained through its e�cient activity for SOD, catalase and peroxidase (Srivalli
et al. 2003; Prakash et al. 2016). In our study, we observed another alternative mechanism of ROS scavenging derived
from glutathione and �avonoid metabolism with more pronounced upregulation in N22 shoots not only under W- and
dual stress but also under N- stress (Fig. 10).

Allantoin is a key metabolite with a potential to improve N-homeostasis under stress. However, this metabolite was
reported to have opposite fates in N- and W- stress in bread wheat, with signi�cant accumulation under W- stress but
enhanced catabolism under N- stress so as to have a better pool of ammonium ions for growth and survival (Casartelli et
al. 2019). Our data also suggest signi�cant catabolism of allantoin (upregulation of allantoinase) in both the genotypes
under N- and dual stress. Recently, Redillas et al. (2019) have shown that overexpression of OsUPS1 leads to allantoin
accumulation under normal nitrogen supply while it promotes plant growth with better accumulation of allantoin in sink
tissues under low N- supply. Lee et al. (2018) reported upregulation of OsUPS1 under high N supply. In our transcriptome
data, under both N- and dual stress, OsUPS1 was highly downregulated in both the genotypes in root tissues. In shoot
tissues, it was downregulated only under dual stress. Thus, it was clear that OsUPS1 was responsible for non-
accumulation of allantoin in tissues under N- stress. This response of allantoinase and OsUPS1 was similar in both the
genotypes. Though allantoin accumulation under drought stress has been reported by many workers (Wantanabe et al.
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2014; Plett et al. 2020) in a variety of crop plants, we did not �nd any change in the allantoin metabolism related genes
under drought stress.

4. Conclusion
The present study is the �rst report on genome-wide dual stress transcriptome analysis for low nitrogen and water
stresses in rice using a pair of contrasting genotypes. The present study underpins the molecular basis underlying an
e�cient mechanism of nitrogen use metabolism operating in IR64 involving highly coordinated transcriptional regulation
of negative regulators, various N transporters and key enzymes of N assimilation pathway. Though N22 has better N
uptake and C metabolism, it has poor N assimilation and poor regulation of N transporters. N22 performed better under
dual stress conditions owing to its better root architecture, chlorophyll and porphyrin synthesis and oxidative stress
management through e�cient glutathione metabolism and secondary metabolite production from �avonoid metabolism.
The cis-element variations identi�ed in some of the DEGs of the two contrasting genotypes supported the basis of the
expression differences observed in the present study, more importantly the DEGs identi�ed in the novel QTL regions. The
transcriptome data can serve as a useful resource for further network analysis and characterization of key genes involved
in low nitrogen and water stress in rice.

5. Materials And Methods

5.1 Plant materials and growth conditions for transcriptome studies
Two rice genotypes, namely, IR 64 (IR64) and Nagina 22 (N22) adapted to irrigated-lowland and rainfed-upland
ecosystems, respectively, were used in all pot-experiments in the present study. N22 is tolerant to drought stress but
sensitive to low N supply, whereas IR64 is sensitive to drought stress but tolerant to low N supply (Mohapatra et al. 2014;
Prakash et al. 2016; Sinha et al. 2018). Uniform sized seeds of IR64 and N22 were germinated and subsequently grown in
pots of 4” diameter containing perlite and vermiculite (1:2 (v/v) ratio) for 21 days following the method described earlier
(Sinha et al. 2018). Seedlings were grown in Yoshida medium under natural rice growing conditions, and subjected to
three stress conditions, viz., low nitrogen (N-), low water (W-) and both low nitrogen and water (N-W-). N stress was
applied to seedlings for the entire growth period, i.e., 21 days, whereas W stress was applied only during the 3rd week of
the growth period (i.e., 15th -21st day). Drought stress was imposed for only seven days as the leaves started showing
complete rolling by then (Supplementary Fig. 1). NH4NO3 was used as the N source in the present study. It was supplied
as a component of Yoshida medium at the rate of 8 mM (N+) and 0.08 mM (N-) for optimum and N- stress conditions
respectively. To impose drought stress conditions, water from the nutrient medium was reduced to 1/5th of total volume
keeping the concentration of N constant during the entire 3rd week of growth period. Thus, 100 ml of nutrient solution
was used for ‘N’ experiments (both N + and N-) while only 20 ml was used for drought stress treatment (W-). The nutrient
media was given on every third day in order to maintain the availability of N and water as per the treatment i.e., the pots
under dual stress received 0.08 mM of N supplied through 20 ml water on every third day in the third week while all other
treatments received 100 ml of nutrient medium with the appropriate N concentrations. For each treatment, �ve pots
containing �ve plants per pot were maintained. Biomass of the seedlings, root system architecture (RSA) traits and
chlorophyll content were measured immediately after 21 days and remaining shoot tissues were kept in -80 °C for assay
of different N and C metabolizing enzymes and RNA isolation for transcriptome studies. The following symbols were
used in this MS to indicate the different growth conditions: N + W+ (Both N and water are optimum), N-W+ (Low N stress
but water optimum), N + W- (N optimum but low water stress) and N-W- (both low N and water stress).

5.2 Plant material and growth conditions for genetic mapping
studies on N use e�ciency
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A RI mapping population consisting of 281 RI lines derived by single seed descent method from a genetic cross of IR 64 X
Nagina 22 was used for genetic mapping studies (Prakash et al. 2016; Shanmugavadivel et al. 2017). The mapping
population along with the parents were grown in the N-depleted and N-optimal �eld plots of Indian Institute of Wheat and
Barley Research, Karnal, India (29.7029° N, 76.9919° E) in Kharif 2016 (July-Oct), following the recommended agronomic
practices in three rows of 1 m length with 15 cm X 10 cm spacing in order to map QTLs governing tolerance to low N
supply. The nitrogen was supplied in the form of urea @ 100 Kg N ha− 1 (which is equivalent to 217 Kg of urea/ha) in an
N-optimal plot while the N- treatment plot was not supplied with any N supplement. N-plot was developed by
discontinuing external supply of any form of nitrogen since 2012, and maintained by growing Sorghum (Sorghum
bicolor) for faster depletion of N. N content in the soil was measured from both the plots before the experiment. The
available N in the N-optimal and N- plot was 150 and 90 Kg/ha respectively. The other soil physical and chemical
properties are similar in both the plots which had Sandy Loam soil (sand 63.2%, silt 26.6%, clay 10.2%) with pH: 7.3; EC:
0.23 dSm− 1; OC: 0.42%; available P: 18.2 kgha− 1; available K: 232 kgha− 1 ; bulk density: 1.63 kgm− 3; FC: 18.9% and PWP:
7.3%. Of the 281 RILs, 253 showed good establishment in both the plots and hence were used in the mapping studies.

6.3 Measurements of morpho-physiological traits and enzyme
activity in the parental genotypes, N22 and IR64
After 21 days of growth period, three seedlings from each pot were taken for the measurements of biomass, RSA traits
and for enzyme analysis as per the methods described earlier, Sinha et al. (2015 and 2018). Length, fresh weight, and dry
weight of shoot and root of properly washed seedlings were measured. For dry weight measurement, samples were dried
at 50 °C till they attained constant weight. Chlorophyll was extracted in dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) and the content was
measured according to the method described by Hiscox and Isarelstam (1965). Relative Water Content (RWC) of the
leaves was measured using the following formula:

RWC (%) = [(W-DW) / (TW-DW)] x 100, where W, TW and DW represent fresh weight, turgid weight and dry weight of the
samples, respectively (Barr and Weatherley, 1962).

RSA parameters such as the total root size (TRS; sum of path length of seminal and lateral roots), lateral root size (LRS;
sum of path length of lateral roots as fraction of TRS), �rst-order LR number (FOLRN; number of lateral roots emerging
from all the seminal roots), and second-order LR number (SOLRN; number of lateral roots emerging from �rst-order lateral
root) were calculated from the data retrieved from the images of roots captured using a �atbed root scanner (Epson
Perfection v700 Photo-Dual lens system, Seiko Epson Corporation, Nagano, Japan) at 400 dpi, and was analysed using
the WinRhizo software (Regent Instruments Canada Inc., Arsenault et al. 1995).

The carbon (C) and nitrogen (N) metabolizing enzymes, viz., pyruvate kinase (PK), citrate synthase (CS) and nitrate
reductase (NR), nitrite reductase (NiR), glutamine synthetase (GS), glutamate dehydrogenase (GDH), glutamate-
oxoglutarate aminotransferase (GOGAT), were assayed in 200 mg of leaf tissues of rice seedlings as per the methods
described in Sinha et al. (2015 and 2018). The speci�c activity of NR, NiR and GS was expressed as µmoles/mg/min,
whereas the speci�c activities of GOGAT, GDH, PK, ICDH and CS were expressed as ∆OD/mg/min.

6.4 RNA extraction, RNA-sequencing using Next Generation
Sequencing (NGS) platform and quantitative real-time PCR assay
Two plants from each pot per treatment were sampled for transcriptome studies; they were thoroughly washed with
sterile ddH2O and the root and shoot tissues were quickly separated and immediately frozen in liquid N. Total RNA was
extracted from these tissues using the RNeasy Plant Mini Kit (Qiagen, India). RNA quality was assessed using the RNA
6000 Nano assay kit in the Bioanalyzer 2100 (Agilent, CA, USA). RNA samples from different biological replications were
pooled, based on equimolar concentration, before library construction. A total of 16 libraries were constructed across the
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four treatments involving two tissues (root and shoot) and two genotypes (IR64 and N22) using the Truseq RNA sample
preparation kit (Illumina, Singapore) following the manufacturer’s instructions. The insert size was 150 bp. The libraries
were sequenced using paired end (2 × 100 bp) Illumina (Hiseq™ 2500) sequencing technology. The raw reads were
submitted to NCBI and are available under the accession number GSE147158.

One µg of total RNA, isolated from individual samples was used to prepare cDNA using the Applied Bio-systems High-
Capacity cDNA Reverse Transcription Kit (USA) as per the manufacturer’s instructions Quantitative real-time PCR (qRT-
PCR) was performed for validation of some of the DEGs identi�ed from the RNA-seq data. Reaction mixture of qRT-PCR
was prepared using the required amount of diluted cDNA as template, 0.3 µl (10 picomole) of each primer, 15 µl 2xSYBR
Green Master Mix (Agilent Technologies, USA) and 0.4 µl ROX �uorescence dye (diluted as per the instructions given in
manual) and nuclease-free water for making a total volume of 30 µl qRT-PCR reaction mix. The thermal pro�le was as
follows: 95oC for 30 s, 60oC for 15 s, and 72oC for 20 s for 40 cycles of ampli�cation. Three biological and technical
replicates were used for the experiment including 18S gene which was used as a housekeeping gene for normalization.

6.5 Phenotyping and genotyping of the mapping population
Five plants each from the parents and 253 RILs grown in the progeny rows were randomly sampled from N + and N-
treatments and phenotyped. Panicles were separated from the rest of the plant and dried. The straw was �nely chopped
using a motorized chopper and then 20 g straw from each of the �ve plants was weighed, pooled, mixed homogenously
and used for N estimation. Similarly, the grains were also ground and the entire sample of the �ve plants was pooled and
mixed well for N estimation. Straw N and grain N were estimated in three replications from the pooled samples of each
RIL using Dumas Nitrogen Analyzer NDA 701 (VELP Scienti�ca SRL, Italy) using 30–100 mg of sample. The N content
was expressed both as % and mg g− 1. Besides straw N (NN for N- and NP for N+) and grain N (NN for N- and NP for N+)
under N- and N + conditions, four more traits, viz., stress tolerance index (STI) of straw and seed (Fernandez 1992) and
stress susceptibility index (SSI) of straw and seed N content (Fisher and Mauer 1978) were also calculated.

For DNA marker genotyping, the SNP genotyping data generated earlier on the same experimental material i.e., the RILs of
IR64 X N22, for identi�cation of heat tolerance QTLs, by Shanmugavadivel et al. (2017) was used. In brief, a customized
5K SNP array comprising 5246 SNPs, designed using the Illumina In�nium® II probes and dual colour channels (Kumar
et al. 2015) was used for genotyping the parents, IR64 and N22 and the complete set of RILs.

6.6 Data analysis
All the morpho-physiological and enzyme based traits were analysed as described elsewhere (Sinha et al. 2018). Curated
SNP data of the mapping population was readily available from a previous study (Shanmugavadivel et al. 2017). For the
transcriptome analysis, high quality reads were �ltered from the raw reads by removing the low-quality reads (with Phred
Score < 30 and read length < 36 bp) from 3’ and 5’ ends by the sliding window approach using sickle trimming tool
[https://github.com/najoshi/sickle]. CLC genomics workbench v.12 was used for mapping the reads and identi�cation of
differentially expressed genes (DEGs). A rigorous comparison at FDR (False Discovery Ratio) p value ≤ 0.05, and log2

fold change ≥ 2 (for up regulation), ≥ -2 (for downregulation) was performed to select DEGs. For biologically meaningful
comparisons, N + W + treatment was used as a base (control) and DEGs were identi�ed between N + W + and each of the
three stress treatments, viz., N-W+, N + W- and N-W-, for each tissue within a genotype. We previously reported the N
responsive genes under optimal water supply, (i.e., N + W + vs. N-W+) (Sinha et al. 2018); those were included again in the
present study because only 47.35% of the reads could be mapped to the reference genome in the previous study as the
parameter used for ‘mapping the reads’ was too stringent. Since CLC genomics workbench uses more �exible parameters
of mismatch cost: 2, length fraction: 0.5 and similarity fraction: 0.8, more reads can be mapped. For the functional
descriptions of the identi�ed DEGs, the Rice Annotation Project Database (RAP-DB) was used. For further understanding
of the behaviour of gene expression under nitrogen and drought stress, Gene Ontology (GO) terms enrichment analysis
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and pathway analysis of the DEGs were carried out using the agriGO (v2) web based tool (Gene Ontology Database
Resource; geneontology.org) and the KEGG mapper.

Markers showing segregation distortion were excluded from the dataset prepared for map construction. Genetic linkage
map was constructed using Kosambi function in MAPMAKER 3.0. Further, R/qtl package was used to determine the
quality of the genotyping data. Outliers in the genotype as well as phenotype datasets were removed. Composite interval
mapping (CIM) was executed with 500 permutations in QTL cartographer for identi�cation of QTLs for all the eight traits.
Those loci detected with LOD score > 3 were declared as QTLs. The results of the QTL analysis and transcriptome studies
were integrated by co-localizing the DEGs identi�ed with the N speci�c QTLs identi�ed in this study on the physical map
of rice. Since we did not carry out QTL analysis under drought in the present study and the major QTLs known for drought
stress are for ‘yield under drought stress’ (Vikram et al. 2015; Kumar et al. 2011), we did not attempt to integrate the
drought speci�c DEGs with the drought QTLs.
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Figure 1

Biomass (Root and Shoot Length; Root and Shoot Fresh Weight and Root and Shoot Dry Weight) analysis of two rice
genotypes, i.e., IR64 and N22, under low nitrogen (N) and water (W) stresses. Growth conditions followed by plus (+) and
minus (-) indicate optimal (+) and low (-) supply of input. Values are mean ± SE (n = 3), different letters above the bar
indicate signi�cant difference (p<0.05) between the different stress conditions and genotypes.
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Figure 2

Relative Water Content (RWC) of two rice genotypes, i.e., IR64 and N22, under low nitrogen (N) and water (W) stresses.
Growth conditions followed by plus (+) and minus (-) indicate optimal (+) and low (-) supply of input. Values are mean ±
SE (n = 3), different letters above the bar indicate signi�cant difference (p<0.05) between the different stress conditions
and genotypes.
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Growth conditions followed by plus (+) and minus (-) indicate optimal (+) and low (-) supply of input. Values are mean ±
SE (n = 3), different letters above the bar indicate signi�cant difference (p<0.05) between the different stress conditions
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Figure 3

Chlorophyll and carotenoid content of two rice genotypes, i.e., IR64 and N22, under low nitrogen (N) and water (W)
stresses. Growth conditions followed by plus (+) and minus (-) indicate optimal (+) and low (-) supply of input. Values are
mean ± SE (n = 3), different letters above the bar indicate signi�cant difference (p<0.05) between the different stress
conditions and genotypes.
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Figure 4

Root system architecture (RSA) of two rice genotypes, i.e., IR64 and N22, under low nitrogen (N) and water (W) and
combined stresses. Growth conditions followed by plus (+) and minus (-) indicate optimal (+) and low (-) supply of input.
Values are mean ± SE (n = 3), different letters above the bar indicate signi�cant difference (p<0.05) between the different
stress conditions and genotypes. TRS: Total root size; LRS: lateral root size; FOLRN: �rst order lateral root number;
SOLRN: Second order lateral root number.
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Figure 5

Root system architecture images of the two genotypes, IR64 and N22, under low nitrogen (N) and water (W) and
combined stresses. Growth conditions followed by plus (+) and minus (-) indicate optimal (+) and low (-) supply of input.

Figure 5
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Root system architecture images of the two genotypes, IR64 and N22, under low nitrogen (N) and water (W) and
combined stresses. Growth conditions followed by plus (+) and minus (-) indicate optimal (+) and low (-) supply of input.

Figure 6

Speci�c activities of N and C-metabolizing enzymes (NR, NiR, GS, GOGAT, GDH, PK, ICDH and CS) of two rice genotypes,
i.e. IR64 and N22, under nitrogen (N) and water (W) stress. Growth conditions followed by plus (+) and minus (-) indicate
optimal (+) and low (-) supply of input. Values are mean ± SE (n = 3), different letters above the bar indicate signi�cant
difference (p<0.05) between the different stress conditions and genotypes. NR: Nitrate reductase; NiR: Nitrite reductase;
GS: Glutamine synthase; GOGAT: glutamate-oxoglutarate aminotransferase; GDH: Glutamate dehydrogenase; PK:
Pyruvate kinase; ICDH: Isocitrate dehydrogenase; CS: Citrate synthase
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Figure 7

Comparison of common and unique DEGs identi�ed across low N (N-W+), low water (N+W-) and dual stress (N-W-)
treatments compared to optimal (N+W+) conditions in root (R) and shoot (S) tissues of two rice genotypes, IR64 and N22.
A: DEGs in shoot tissues of IR64 across treatments; B: DEGs in shoot tissues of N22 across treatments; C: DEGs in root
tissues of IR64 across treatments; D: DEGs in root tissues of N22 across treatments; E: DEGs identi�ed in shoot tissues of
both the genotypes; F: DEGs identi�ed in root tissues of both the genotypes
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Figure 8

GO enrichment terms of the DEGs identi�ed from various stress treatments across low N (N-W+), low water (N+W-) and
dual stress (N-W-) treatments in root tissues of two rice genotypes, IR 64 and N22 divided into three major classes, i.e.,
biological processes (BP), cellular components (CC) and molecular function (MF) and most frequent subclasses.
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Figure 9

GO enrichment terms of the DEGs identi�ed from various stress treatments across low N (N-W+), low water (N+W-) and
dual stress (N-W-) treatments in shoot tissues of two rice genotypes, IR 64 and N22 divided into three major classes, i.e.,
biological processes (BP), cellular components (CC) and molecular function (MF) and most frequent subclasses.
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Figure 9

GO enrichment terms of the DEGs identi�ed from various stress treatments across low N (N-W+), low water (N+W-) and
dual stress (N-W-) treatments in shoot tissues of two rice genotypes, IR 64 and N22 divided into three major classes, i.e.,
biological processes (BP), cellular components (CC) and molecular function (MF) and most frequent subclasses.
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Figure 10

Heat map of the DEGs identi�ed in some of the major metabolic pathways affected under N-W+, N-W- and N-W- stresses
in root and shoot tissues of two rice genotypes, IR64 and N22.
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Figure 11

Validation of the selected differentially expressed genes using qPCR assay under N-W+, N+W- and dual stress (N-W-)
conditions in IR64 and N22 rice genotypes

Figure 11

Validation of the selected differentially expressed genes using qPCR assay under N-W+, N+W- and dual stress (N-W-)
conditions in IR64 and N22 rice genotypes
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Figure 12

Validation of the selected differentially expressed genes using qPCR assay under N-W+, N+W- and dual stress (N-W-)
conditions in IR64 and N22 rice genotypes
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Figure 12

Validation of the selected differentially expressed genes using qPCR assay under N-W+, N+W- and dual stress (N-W-)
conditions in IR64 and N22 rice genotypes

Figure 13

Comparison of expression pro�les of the differentially expressed genes present in the two major QTL regions identi�ed
for straw and seed N content on chromosomes 1 and 6
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